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Abstract 

 

The Borderlanders 

 

 

 

 

Marcel Bernard Rodriguez, MFA 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2009 

 

Supervisor:  Paul Stekler 

 

The following report describes the pre-production, production, and post-

production of the short film, The Borderlanders, set and shot in South Texas. Its story 

centers on an immigrant youth who tries to escape the tensions that arise in one family 

coming together after many years of forced separation because of current immigration 

policies. It is a meditation on family dynamics and the intimate politics of the border. The 

report discusses the thought process behind creating images of Latinos in film, the 

writing of the film, and analyzes the creative choices that gave shape to the film. The 

original screenplay is included as well as the credits. 
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THE BORDERLANDERS 

 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

I entered the film program with the intention of creating new work that centered 

on the Latino experience. I wanted to focus on documentary, which would be a return to 

telling stories about real people and communities.   However, for my thesis film, I chose 

to shoot a narrative film. Documentaries are relatively low tech, smaller productions, and 

I wanted to be able to take advantage of the multitude of people and equipment resources 

available at the University. Also, a narrative allows for better photography, and I wanted 

to show my ability to capture a great image. These were practical reasons but deep down, 

I had a story to tell.   It was something that was in my head from years before, a teen 

drama, like S.E. Hinton’s The Outsiders, that takes place in South Texas. I wanted to 

seethat movie.   

 The work that I will describe in this report shows considerable growth 

from when I first entered film school.  I didn’t start from zero, having worked in media 

for about fifteen years, reading, writing, shooting, and living.  But I had certain gaps.  I 

needed to learn how to plan a film from its inception to its final execution: work with 

actors, organize a crew, and overcome an assortment of unexpected problems and delays 

that occur within a project of this magnitude.   I’m happy to say I stuck to it and 
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accomplished what I set out to do. I created something new, and realized a dream.  I’m 

hopeful for the success of the film but I feel I’ve already earned rewards just by having 

done it.  

My thanks to everyone who helped me on my journey through the program.  

 

 

BEGINNINGS 
 

The Borderlanders was an idea for a feature film I had about eight years ago 

about a group of teenagers on the border who try to solve the mystery a boy that has 

disappeared.  My long commitment to this story and the time investment of years spent in 

South Texas learning about that region solidified my decision to make this story the 

subject of my thesis film.  

I have a deep connection with South Texas spanning several generations. My 

father was born in Rio Grande City and he would often take my siblings and me to spend 

summers with my grandmother. It was always a surreal place to me, more vibrant than 

my life in San Antonio.  There I played in the dust; rode in back of trucks along untamed 

roads; got snagged on rusted barbed wire; fed cows, horses, and pigs; ate the best food; 

and slept in darkened bedrooms in the hot afternoons listening to chickens in the 

backyard. As I grew so did my romantic ideas about the place. It was a kind of homeland, 

a place that marked me as different, through its language, culture, and my own family 

history.   The place always held a certain magic and depth of feeling like no other.  
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1.1 A collection of siblings, cousins, and me (top left) with my aunt and grandmother in 
Rio Grande City, TX, c.1985. 

 

When I was twenty-two, I met my future wife who hailed from South Texas.  I 

started taking trips there and reconnected with a place that was always part of me.    

It resonated with my imagination immediately. I always had a video camera in 

hand and I compulsively recorded the events around me.  I was collecting images, trying 

to figure out how to capture what excited me about that place.  I mostly recorded family 

events, an extension of every filmmaker’s development.  This was a different family 

though, my future wife’s family.  

When my girlfriend and I were to be married, I went down to plan the wedding. I 

got a job with a non-profit organization. The non-profit was housed in a high school that 
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was devoted to educational reform and was run by a group of inspired teachers.   I came 

in contact with this dynamic organization and through them with young people at the 

high school.  I was enthralled by the place because it also had a particular appreciation 

for the power of storytelling. It was part of their culture as an organization, and they 

encouraged young people to tell stories about themselves as part of their development.  

They conducted oral histories of elders in the community, many of which I recorded.  I 

listened to scores of stories and absorbed them.   

Soon I started capturing events in a more deliberate way, following the stories of 

young people whom I saw as characters in a movie I was making.  I didn’t realize until 

later that I was making a documentary.  I was actively pursuing these stories, wondering 

how they would turn out.  One was an undocumented immigrant girl who was 

valedictorian of her graduating class but feared she wouldn’t go to college because of her 

uncertain legal status.  Another was a teenage girl who feared what the future would 

bring, and used her friend’s pregnancy as an excuse to stay in her hometown.  Another 

was a boy whose family had sacrificed much to make sure he got an education and he 

wildly exceeded his family’s hopes and got into Yale.  Another was about a migrant girl 

and her trip to Utah with her family to pick in the peach orchards.  These were 

experiences I had never seen before.  They became my first documentary I named after 

the small town that was the site of the non-profit, and the school the students attended, 

called Edcouch-Elsa. 
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1.2 A group of students whose stories I was documenting at Edcouch-Elsa high school, 
circa May 2001. 

 

By making films about South Texas, I was discovering why it was important to 

me.  First, I liked watching Latinos on screen. They looked like the people around me, for 

whom I have affection, and I like seeing them as the heroes.  Secondly, I felt I was 

making a unique contribution.  These were stories people would want to hear, especially 

people in that region.  I was not concerned at the time about making films for a general 

audience. I liked knowing who my audience was personally and telling stories for them.  
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Third, I liked hearing a good story and it was important to me to get better at telling them 

if only for my own enjoyment.   

Besides the documentary, I was thinking of stories that I thought would make a 

good movie.  In my early twenties, I liked anything Sci-Fi, horror, action and was 

enamored with popular filmmaking. My mind would take a bit of a story and twist it into 

something that fit into a canvas I was constructing in my mind. The story style was a 

blend of the naturalism I was constructing in my documentary, and the crazy atmospheric 

world of my own imagination.  My mind existed in this space populated by heroes and 

villains, monsters and magic.  South Texas was becoming something else to me other 

than the nostalgic reclaiming of my cultural heritage. I could see characters, places, and 

storylines.  This was the beginning of The Borderlanders.  

Edcouch-Elsa was well received and played at several film festivals.  I was 

pleased with what I had produced and was always glad to hear that people really enjoyed 

the film.  But I knew I had heard stories that hadn’t been told yet. I had plenty stored up 

inside and wondered if they’d ever come out.      

I came back to Austin to be with my wife who was now in graduate school.  I 

began supporting us and my border experiences went in a drawer.  They started collecting 

dust, and before long, I could barely recall the affection I had for those experiences at all.  

I hadn’t written them in order to give them shape and, no longer immersed in the place, I 

wasn’t developing new ideas or projects about South Texas. I still went down frequently 

to visit but perhaps a certain overexposure led me to believe the place was no longer 
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special.  I saw reality more than I saw dreams. My idea for The Borderlanders was 

starting to fade.  

As I ventured into my thirties, I found myself continuing to tell the story of the 

boy Luz to people from time to time, as if it existed. I was writing more by then, more 

than I was shooting. I started to realize I might not ever see this movie, one that I had 

assumed would inevitably exist one day.  Something was pulling me, but something was 

also stopping me.  As I stood there at the precipice, contemplating a multitude of paths, I 

dreamed of the boy Luz the world he was supposed to explore.   I decided to drop 

whatever I was doing and start walking in that direction.   I took the opportunity to go to 

film school and make it happen.    

 

LAYING A FOUNDATION 
 

From the moment I stepped into film school, I wanted to focus my efforts on The 

Borderlanders.  My experiences from South Texas had faded and I needed a refresher, to 

revive my sensibilities. I began by making a documentary about immigrants in an Austin 

high school, hoping to hone in on the dreams, joys, and struggles of immigrant youth in 

the United States.  
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1.3 Photo of a boy at International High School.  Photo by Joel Salcido. 

 

For that film, I discovered a boy who was brought from Honduras by his father 

when he was fourteen years old, after having been left behind as an infant. When the boy 

arrived in the U.S. he discovered he had another other family.  His younger brothers, 

whom he had never before met, spoke English and his parents felt like strangers. He felt 

completely divorced from their reality, and one of the first things the boy tried to do was 

run back to Honduras. I thought this story was unique and would make a good backstory 

for the immigrant boy in the film I was imagining. 
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When it came time to pitch a thesis idea to my class, I spilled a glimpse of the 

story.  It surprised them I had developed the idea to such a degree.  I hadn’t fully 

committed to doing the film yet, always falling victim to fears and reservations, but once 

I opened my mouth on that day, I felt I needed to deliver.  My peers and teachers played 

an invaluable role in this regard.   I found motivation in trying to own up to the claims I 

made publicly and at times when I wanted to dart down another path, I would think of 

them and continue on the road.  

Through my course work, I was honing my ideas about making films about 

Latinos and how to do it with sensitivity and awareness of the popular discourses about 

Latinos and their representation in film history. I read books and took classes in Gender 

and Ethnicity in Film, and Telling the Latino Story in the U.S.  I was laying a foundation.  

I watched many documentaries about immigrants and video taped several conferences 

about the immigration issue. I was looking for unique angle, some context for the film.  

By the end of my second year in film school, it came time to pull the trigger on 

The Borderlanders.  One thing that concerned me was that I knew I’d have to be in South 

Texas to make the film, which would cut me off from the new relationships I had made in 

film school.  An easier film to make would have been one shot in Austin where I could 

recruit more volunteers and have more control.  But I chose The Borderlanders. The pull 

of the story was too great and I wanted to see that world in my film.  I commenced 

writing the script.  
 

THE STORY 
 

In the Texas borderlands, in a rundown frame house surrounded by fields, a 

mother lives with her three sons. The two older boys, Joaquin and Fidel grew up in the 
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U.S. from a young age. They attended American schools and speak English. Luz, the 

youngest brother joined the rest of the family at the age of fourteen. He was left behind in 

Mexico as an infant. Luz’s older brothers resent his presence in their home, viewing him 

as an invader, an outsider. The fact that the mother lavishes affection on him to relieve 

her guilt at having left him behind fuels the brothers’ rancor even more. 

In desperation, Luz runs away from home, but his brothers retrieve him in order to 

placate their worried mother. Luz feels completely cut off from his family, with no one to 

turn to except for his girlfriend, Dulce, and her strong and affectionate family. Joaquin 

and Fidel’s scorn builds to rage when tragedy befalls the family, and they vent their wrath 

on Luz. 

The title of The Borderlanders had come to me earlier in 2008.  I had probably 

been in search of it for about four years.  I had a Spanish title for it but knew I needed an 

English one.  One year, I saw a book called The Borderliners by Peter Hoeg  and his 

book inspired my variation.  I thought the word “border” was overused, however, a 

euphemism for hard-luck stories about Latinos.  But I figured, the title would grow on 

people and they would forget that quick association. Furthermore, I thought my story 

might provide a counterweight to all the other images about the border. A strength of the 

title was that it reminded me of one of my influences, The Outsiders and already put me 

in that zone of storytelling. S.E. Hinton, then later, Francis Ford Coppola, relate a tale of 

youth who are marginalized in their society. My film captures a group of young people 

and a region that are marginalized from the entire country. The title, The Borderlanders, 

captures that space of uncertainty and marginalization. 
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 One of the first questions was to decide who the ne’er-do-wells would be.  I 

originally thought they’d be drug dealers but that seemed complicated to set up in a short 

film.  I decided to make them brothers, setting up a dramatic tension people could relate 

to immediately. Family tensions are universal, and would connect my very local story to 

easily accessible themes. 

In the fall 2008, I work-shopped the script in a thesis development class. I had 

difficulty writing the story in front of my peers.  In retrospect, I should have had more 

courage to write in public, since I would have finished the script sooner. But at the time, 

it was hard for me. The story was deep and scary and brought out my personal demons, 
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as must be the case with anyone who is trying to tap into such a mixture of personal 

memories, imagination, and other themes that emerge from deep in one’s unconscious.  

Writing in public is not where I prefer to do it.  In retrospect, I wish I had taken more 

advantage, however, of a space to receive critical feedback from people going through 

the same writing process. 

As I struggled to write, I felt disconnected from the place I was writing about and 

decided to take trips to South Texas.  I took weekly trips and then drive back for class 

once a week; a twelve hour drive, roundtrip.   In South Texas, I could go for walks, see 

locations, talk to people, and get inspired.  I wrote a couple more drafts by December for 

my class, yet I was still unhappy with it. Regardless, the semester wrapped up and I had a 

draft a little closer to what I was thinking about.    

As the new year, 2009, approached, I began to feel the pressure to prepare for my 

post-graduate career. I was tempted to begin working on my résumé, listing my various 

accomplishments, but I decided I needed to push through on my film. I moved down to 

South Texas to write, and I vowed I would not return to Austin until I shot the film. I 

worked in my mother-in-law’s spare bedroom, my computer waiting for me not five feet 

from my bed.  I'd roll out of bed in the morning and write.  I worked from 8 a.m. to 5 

p.m., five days a week, taking weekends off. The first week was terrifying; nothing but 

nerves and dread. The second week got easier. And by the third, I felt momentum 

building, making progress by inches. The script was changing bit by bit, in small ways. 
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At the same time, I was reconnecting with people in South Texas and talking with 

them. I talked with old friends and former students who were original inspirations for the 

story. I ran along the canals in the morning and felt the breeze. 

 

 

1.4 Running along the canals in South Texas 

 

 

One day, I took a break from a frustrating bout with the page and went to the high 

school to see Coach Romero. He was coaching girl’s soccer on a bright day in September 

and came over to talk to me. A tall dark boy, about seventeen, interrupted us to complain 

to Coach about his younger sister who was upsetting their mother because she was 

stealing away in secret with her boyfriend.  The girl in question was playing soccer in 

front of us as the boy relayed the story of her misdeeds.  He wanted Coach to tell him if 

she didn’t show up to practice because that meant she was up to no good.  At that 
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moment, I was reminded of how I used to get ideas for stories.  I listened to what the 

person was saying next to me at places like the soccer field on any given day.  The story 

of an older brother policing the activities of the younger sibling rang true to me that day.  

I was right where I needed to be.     

The story I was writing had other influences other than this real world place. I 

wanted it to be like a biblical tale, like Cain and Abel. I also liked the tale of la Llorona, 

the Mexican myth of a woman who haunts a river after she murders her children, 

eternally weeping in mourning for them and the unspeakable deed she committed. I 

wanted to invoke that kind of darkness, but instead of a woman becoming the tortured 

ghost, the ghosts would be teenage boys. 

As I was writing, I grew skeptical that I could fit the more fantastic elements into 

such a short piece.  I found myself attempting them and then abandoning them for the 

straight version of the story only to head back to the fantasy elements to try them out 

again.  I needed to make a choice. In the end, I decided to strip away the fantasy and 

shoot a more realistic film. If I was lucky, and audiences believed the straight story, I 

might be able to lace in the fantasy elements later. I didn’t want to get bogged down in 

special effects and other production problems but focus on the heart of the story.   

If I had made a list of criteria for the story it would have been the following: 

Make it short. 10 minutes.  

Show the world of the film. A populated world, a variety of locations.  

Make it a jumping off point for the feature, but not a first act. It should be a real 

short. 
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Make it for a teenage audience.  

Have action in the film. 

Make it about something that everyone can relate to. 

Make it as specific to the region, unique and authentic. 

 

I feel I accomplished most of these on some level but trying to make it ten 

minutes was a mistake. There seemed to be no way to capture the story I had in mind in 

ten minutes.  

I had a lot of characters in the story: the boy, a coach, a girlfriend, her family, two 

brothers, and a mother.  Each character takes up valuable screen time that could be used 

by the main story and I was wary of putting too many people on the screen.   Regardless, 

I included them and am proud they paint a fuller portrait of the area in keeping with my 

directive to show a populated world of the border.  

It was important to make clear Luz was an immigrant. In an earlier draft, this 

manifested itself as a sub-plot about the boy longing to return to Mexico.  This ended up 

overloading the story.  I had to keep reminding myself that the tale was about the brothers 

and their conflict. Everything else was a distraction. I felt that the tale between the 

struggling brothers captured the dynamic of the border I wished to communicate, namely 

the struggle between the two intensely related and interdependent countries. I felt the 

secondary aspect of the youngest brother’s longing to return to his country of birth was 

too complicated to tell in the same story. 
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 I had a difficulty convincing myself that this film was about the conflict between 

brothers over the affection of their mother, the original idea I had back in September 

2008.  Something about that idea seemed too impossible to portray.  Although I believed 

in the idea, I didn’t know how to sell the idea that the brothers could murder their 

younger. I kept trying to introduce a more sinister drug element into the script to escalate 

the danger. Having met with my committee in March, they gave me the advice to stay 

away from the drug idea. They also said they didn't understand the motivation for the 

murder of the boy.  This is what I was struggling with all along.  How do you make it 

believable?    

 I took the advice and dealt with them the best I could.  I ditched the drug 

elements, which comprised of a failed heist in the opening and some other details and 

stuck with the tale of three brothers. I showed it to my cousin, Alvaro Rodriguez, a 

screenwriter, who was raised in South Texas, and some other writer friends and 

collaborated with them on rewrites.  

I get in a zone of indecision, I realize, now having been through the process, 

where I lack the fortitude to admit a project is finished. I keep trying to make it better and 

changing things that were good to begin with.  Eventually, my collaborators convinced 

me that I was splitting hairs and should move forward.  I was not completely satisfied but 

it was too late now. I was committed to finishing the film in a timely manner, which had 

long passed.  I moved into preproduction in mid-March. 
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PRE-PRODUCTION 
    

 Planning a film is daunting but I've developed a method to help keep me 

organized. It begins with the purchase of a fat binder and tabbed dividers. In this binder I 

separate the various tasks that need arranging: casting, locations, budget, props, contacts, 

and crew.  Questions are jotted down, lists are made and all is sorted out as best as 

possible.  I like working on paper because I get tired of staring at a computer screen.  

Paper is messier but it cleans the digital soul and it's more versatile. Of course I found 

that no matter how prepared I thought I was, the actual shooting is always unpredictable. 

I began by first looking for locations. I had a vision of the house the boys lived in 

emblazoned in my mind and went in search of it. I went on long drives searching for a 

dilapidated house surrounded by cornfields. I wanted the boy, Luz, to have the option of 

running from the brothers and disappearing into a field. I also wanted the visual of fields 

throughout the film to mark the region as rural.  If I were to put an image on the cover of 

a paperback novel of The Borderlanders, it would be an illustration of the house the boys 

lived in. It should look like something from a Stephen King paperback from the 

seventies, like Children of the Corn .  
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My wife's cousin Joey took me to his ranch one day, and across from the gates of 

his ranch was a house that looked sufficiently rundown and had fields behind it.  I talked 

to the owner and offered him three hundred dollars for its use and he agreed. It wasn't the 

picture I had in my head but it was a good candidate. I should have stopped looking 

because, in the end, I went back to that house.  At that point in pre-production you think 

you have time to be picky.  I really didn’t have time. I was already behind my schedule.  

It was almost April and I wanted to have shot the film in March.  I most definitely wanted 

it shot before the semesters end. 

I wanted to include the local high school in the film, to give a further sense of 

context, and place Luz in an American setting.  Nothing speaks America better than a 
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high school movie. It’s a rite of passage and a cultural touchstone and I wanted to show 

Latinos having that American experience.  It makes their lives and struggles with that 

institution seem familiar to a general audience.   

Securing the school was no easy task. The principal had just been in a motorcycle 

accident and was out for a month, so getting the necessary clearances became further 

complicated. I knew I wanted to use young people from the high school as extras, which 

meant I’d have to use the school on a day it was in full operation.  I doubted I could get 

students to show up to the school on a Saturday. I maneuvered without success through 

assistant principals who were all waiting for the boss to get back. Eventually, he did 

come back and we figured out the logistics. Having the scene with the high school’s halls 

crowded with students quickly situated the place as dominated culturally and 

demographically by Mexicans. Furthermore, the scene also effectively highlighted Luz’s 

inner loneliness even as he was surrounded by his fellow students. 

There was a scene where the cross-country team to which Luz belongs runs on a 

canal and is chased by his brother’s car.  I had always had a particular canal in mind but 

when I scouted the location in March there was nothing growing in the fields. Everything 

had been cut down at wintertime.  I wondered what I was going to do.  I felt like an idiot 

for writing a script around crop seasons about which I was unfamiliar.  They might not 

plant corn till May.  By the time I my shoot in June, arrived, however, the surrounding 

fields were planted with sugarcane that had grown thirteen-feet tall.  I got lucky. 

Sugarcane was the perfect crop to grow because it looks different than corn (which has 

been overdone in film), and it makes this amazing clatter. It’s used to great effect in the 

film.  
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 1.5 Location in March, without sugarcane.      Location in June with sugarcane 13 feet 
high. 

 

CASTING 
     

I had found a young teenager to play Luz back in September.  I walked into the 

Edcouch-Elsa High School's drama class and asked if they knew a cross-country runner 

that could act. Everyone pointed to a boy slouching in his chair across the room. This was 

Edgar Diaz.  He looked like a Mexican Anthony Perkins but I wanted someone with 

features that were more obviously indigenous, like he was from southern Mexico. I kept 

looking. One day Edgar spotted me in the cafeteria trying to spot prospects to play the 

boy.  He came over and shook my hand firmly and struck up a conversation. He started 

telling me about himself and I thought, "If this guy’s selling himself, I'm buying it."  I 

needed someone who wasn’t intimidated by adults and he certainly wasn’t. He was 

supremely confident.  Before long, when I thought of Luz, I pictured Edgar.    

I thought I had found the perfect Dulce in Edgar’s girlfriend Vanessa. She was a 

beautiful, photogenic girl, like a Latina Milla Jovovich.  They looked perfect together, 
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both long and skinny and already affectionate towards each other. Vanessa was a 

naturally quiet girl, however, and didn't like to perform. In the end I had to tell her no. It 

was tough, getting her hopes up like that but she took it well. I think she was glad for it to 

be over. I found myself trying to delicately negotiate the issue of casting mostly non-

actors. I had to remind myself of the challenge and peril of working with unseasoned 

performers. If I was going to have strong performances, I was going to have to dig deep 

for talent.  

 

 

1.6 Vanessa, Edgar’s girlfriend 

        

I went back to the drawing board in search of Dulce and pushed the back the dates 

for my shoot.   
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I attended high school University Interscholastic League (UIL) theater 

competitions, scouting for talent, watching bits and pieces of about eight plays over two 

weeks.  I would take my camera and snap photos of prospects and keep them in my 

computer to consider.  The talent was there but no one was quite the right fit.    

I found Luz's mother at the competition, played by Cindy Almaguer, a drama 

teacher at Pharr San Juan Alamo High School who was hosting the UIL competitions.  I 

also found a talented male actor, Xavier, who ended up playing the younger brother 

Fidel.  I met a couple of young ladies who were facilitating the UIL competition, and 

expressed interest in helping me with my film.  They helped me tremendously by looking 

for food donations and bringing food to feed the crew.  So in all, time at the competitions 

was well spent. However, I didn't find Dulce.   

I searched across the Valley, taking a week to visit high school drama programs 

from Brownville to McAllen, twelve high schools total, and logging several hundred 

miles on my car.  That’s a lot of miles and a lot of students.  I started to give up hope and 

think of using Vanessa again.  

I finally organized a casting call on a Saturday in McAllen, at the Chamber of 

Commerce.  I made contact with several well-connected people who fired off email blasts 

using their extensive email lists. I also placed an ad in the local arts weekly.  A girl 

named Cecilia Molina attended the casting call. I finally found my Dulce. That was easy, 

I thought sardonically.  I went about it the hard way. I should have done the casting call 

first. But then, I may not have met those other people at the various competitions who 

rounded out the rest of my cast. 
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1.7 Cecilia Molina as Dulce 

       

When I auditioned Cecilia, she had a confidence that the other girls didn't have. I 

watched her during rehearsal and just nodded with approval when it was over.  She made 

it look easy.  And she was dark-skinned, which I wanted.  There are more light brown-

skinned girls in the Valley and I was beginning to give up on my original idea for Dulce 

as a dark-skinned migrant girl.  Cecilia also had four younger sisters who would play her 

younger siblings, and her mother, who appeared in the movie as well.  

The calls for actors sent via email also brought a late reply from Efrain Valdez 

who wanted to audition for the role of Dulce’s father.  We met at a Whataburger in 

Weslaco. He had a great look, and some acting experience so I signed him up as well.  

Now, I had to cast the older brother. I went to see a theater troupe in Matamoros 

to find some actors that looked more Mexican and not Mexican-American. I can tell 

those subtle differences and I figured others would as well.  I met with a talented troupe, 
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funded by the city that provided training in dance and acting called .  They were 

rehearsing A Chorus Line.  I took pictures of the performers and put them in my 

computer for consideration.  I found a prospect for the older brother but he didn’t speak 

English very well.  I wanted the character of Joaquin to be more acculturated, though the 

ideal would be that he would have accented English to indicate that Spanish was his first 

language and was raised in his early years in Mexico. 

 

 

1.8 Actors from Matamoros, Tamaulipas 

 

I had an actor in Austin in mind for the older brother. His name was Jimmy 

Gonzales. The first time I met Jimmy was when a classmate of mine was shooting a film 

at my house.  I would come home and hear stories about how Jimmy being an unruly 

actor. One day I was told one of the windows in my bedroom was broken because Jimmy 

had taken a physical scene a little too far. After that incident, I was already thinking of 

Jimmy to play the brother, some two years before I was going to roll camera.  When I 

met him, he scared me and if he did that, I thought, he would certainly jump off the 

screen.  
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I contacted Jimmy and he turned me down. I called him again a week later to find 

out what the problem was and Jimmy told me he was tired of going to that dark place the 

character required of him. He was more interested in comedy now, which made me 

laugh, considering what I thought his strengths were as an actor, playing a heavy.  It took 

some arm-twisting to lure him, but I told him I would schedule the entire film around 

him, and he jumped on board.  

 

 

1.9 Jimmy Gonzales as Joaquin 

  

I thought getting runners was going to be easy.  I knew Coach Romero, the coach 

of the high school cross-country team and figured if he asked his runners to show up 

somewhere, they’d come.  These are guys that get up at five in the morning to run for 

their coach. Surely they’d show up to be in a movie. Not so. Two weeks before our first 
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shoot, we did screen tests and one runner showed up.  I called Coach Romero and he had 

to drive around and pick runners up one by one. I had to get these runners committed 

somehow.   I got their parents to sign liability release forms to protect myself legally and 

that made it seem more official.  It took time tracking down all those kids and getting 

their permission slips. I made sure Coach was at the ready to round them up if necessary 

on the day of shooting. The first day I had eleven runners. The next day, I had six 

runners. I finally ended up with a group of five runners that were committed and showed 

up whenever we asked them.  

The final character to cast was the car.  The car was an important signature and 

would say a lot about the brothers.  I wanted a beat up old Buick from the eighties, or a 

Cadillac, with dents in the door and chipped paint. I felt the car represented another icon 

of American prosperity, and ownership, movement, individuality.  Luz, in contrast, is on 

foot most of the time.  He’s still unattached, although, quite mobile.  Like Road Warrior 

and other dystopian films, age and decay are a pessimistic commentary on societies ills.  

Luz would be chased by a car, an uncompromising machine, a decaying symbol of the 

American dream.  

Once I cast Jimmy, I felt his rendition of the character would not drive a beat up 

old car.  Jimmy was too much like a sleek panther.  He needed a decent car. The vehicle I 

ended up using was a restored muscle car. Since the owner had put a lot of love in this 

vehicle, I assumed he had it running like a dream.  I assumed wrongly. It was meant to be 

driven fast with the wind rushing through the car to keep the engine cool. At an idle, the 
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car would overheat.  On the last day of shooting, the car stalled completely on top of the 

canal. We had to leave it up there and let the owner haul it away.    

All in all, I had a good-looking cast with a lot of potential.  The film had lots of 

characters and many non-actors.  It was a gamble. I just hoped they would come to life on 

screen.   

 

PRODUCTION 
  

I had two scheduling options in mind. One was to shoot the film over two 

weekends. The other would be to shoot it all at once over six days.  I didn't think I could 

plan six days straight and be successful.  There were too many variables to consider, with 

students’ schedules and people coming from Austin.  I thought it would be better to shoot 

one weekend, figure out the missing components from the production, and then shoot the 

rest on another weekend. Some of the crew suggested they would rather do it all at once 

and save another trip down to the Valley.  I decided in their favor. We would shoot it 

over six days beginning on the last day of school, to avoid having to pull kids from class.   

  

CREW 
      

I pulled my crew from Austin, although I had intended to use some people from 

South Texas. I went to the University of Texas-Pan American (UTPA) in Edinburg, the 

area university, to recruit some students and I did garner some interest. However, I 
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couldn’t discern who was reliable in such a short time.  Usually you figure this out by 

working on a few shoots and finding people you work well with.  I filled the crew rolls 

with people I'd met in film school, with whom I had already worked and given much free 

time and labor. 

I had met my producer, Chris Villarreal, through my brother Cecil who lives in 

McAllen. He was the one guy who was calling me instead of me calling him. He worked 

a job selling Xerox printers and was eager to be part of something artistic. I needed 

someone like him badly, someone who was enthusiastic and organized.  This was one of 

the benefits of being in South Texas since February.  Word starts to get around and 

resources materialize by word of mouth.  

I met two key contributors at UTPA, Jaqueline Alvarez and Ruby Fuentes. 

Jaqueline was my assistant producer and Ruby doubled as a producer and assistant 

director.  They came in the eleventh hour to help support Chris and the production.  Ruby 

was a Masters student in theater and Jaqueline had produced the UTPA’s summer feature 

film.  They were both experienced and invaluable.  

My crew was comprised of current students and recent graduates from the 

undergraduate program at U.T.  I met my crew on a feature film I had shot the previous 

summer.  They are more skilled than the graduates who are my contemporaries because 

they have more time to crew when they get out of school. They get good, fast.  The oldest 

person on the crew was twenty-four.    

Jason Harter worked in grip and electric.  I liked his easy going attitude, sense of 

humor, and skill with equipment.  Sam Laque, a stout San Antonio native, worked as a 
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grip and gave amply of his time, being the only one to work the entire shoot, all eight 

days.   Jeff Holman has many skills both in grip and in camera. I needed someone who 

could do both depending on the workload. Lastly, my director of photography, Mike 

Simpson, whose talents proved to be great, though they came at great cost to my nerves.  

A year before, I had shot a film called The Survivors and had paid Mike Simpson 

a small sum to be my assistant cameraman.  I knew I could look away and have 

confidence he would keep the film in focus.  At the end of the shooting of that film, he 

asked me to let him shoot my thesis.  I thought that was a gutsy proposition. He looked 

really young.  There were a lot more experienced people in town than him and I had 

intended to shoot it myself.  He kept pursuing me, though. He called me for coffee and 

showed me his recent work.  I thought he had improved but I wasn’t overly impressed. 

He was persistent and I gave in. We also agreed that we would use his camera, one of the 

latest greatest pieces of digital camera wizardry called the RED.      

Two weeks before we were set to shoot, he informed me that he gotten hired on a 

commercial and would not be able to shoot my film.  This left me without a DP and a 

camera, two weeks before show time.  Since I had already thought I might shoot the film 

myself, I didn’t need a DP but I had to stop everything to figure out where I was going to 

get a camera.  The school’s digital cameras were not up to snuff. He had dropped a bomb 

on my production, and I panicked.  

I had a friend who worked in a production company in McAllen and they had a 

Varicam, a good camera. The production company was about to shoot a hospital 

commercial and I had signed up on the crew to make some money.  The commercial 
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shoot was my chance to earn the trust of the camera’s owner, Rodrigo Rodriguez. I 

worked hard for four days and approached him afterward about borrowing it.  I told him I 

would insure the camera myself and would have qualified people operating it.   He 

agreed.  Thanks to the University, the insurance only cost thirty dollars to cover the 

$30,000 camera, another big relief, because I couldn’t afford to rent a camera. I needed a 

break and I got it. My mother-in-law, who already saw me become increasingly 

overworked as my own short approached, shuddered when I worked on the commercial 

for four consecutive 14-hour days.  But it paid off and saved me a lot of money. 

 

THE FIRST SHOOT 

 
I wish I could have made the first shoot go off much more smoothly, but I had 

committed to certain dates and I didn’t want to move them.  I had a feeling that once you 

start postponing dates, people stop taking you seriously and then they lose confidence or 

take on commitments elsewhere. I needed to finish this film and I was determined not to 

put it off any longer, even though I wasn’t one hundred percent ready.  

The first day of shooting was nuts.  My crew had double booked themselves at the 

last minute without letting me know. We had scheduled to shoot at 10 am in Austin and 

they were going to drive in at 3am of the same morning.  They came off a full twelve-

hour day on a commercial and drove five and-a-half hours to South Texas to begin 

another shoot a few short hours later. Guess who hired them away from me?  My former 

DP who had jumped ship! He definitely had it in for me, I thought.  Not content to leave 
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my production at the last minute, he was sabotaging my film. Once I was in a more 

rational frame of mind, I realized it was just the vagaries of shooting an extremely low 

budget film. What can you do? People need to make a living.  I don’t blame them too 

much.  

We shot in the school on the last day of the school year. With our lights set up in 

F Hall at Edcouch-Elsa High School, we played a scene using about fifty kids as extras.  

A high school is already crazy on the last day of school, and a film crew only added to 

the novelties of the day.  There was a food fight in the cafeteria, causing a “lockdown,” 

whatever that meant. Volleys of announcements interfered with our audio recording. 

There was a fight outside the school between two girls.  And there I was, with my crew 

actors, equipment, trying to make a movie.  The scene played out well considering the 

situation.  I ended up cutting it from the film, unfortunately, for time purposes. 

We moved outside for another scene and shot out in the hot sun.  We had 

wrangled extras to play soccer, toss the football, and play tennis in the background. We 

hadn't gotten used to lathering on sunscreen and people got toasted that day.  We learned 

our lesson.  

The heat made me afraid for my crew. Summers in South Texas can be brutal. 

Tucked beneath the shade of umbrellas, we braved the heat. One day the heat got up to 

108 degrees. Most of the time it broke 102.  One of the runners went home after shooting 

and apparently lost his lunch because of heat exhaustion.  I'm glad he didn't pass out or 

worse.  We fought the heat with umbrellas, tents, sunscreen and water.   I had planned to 

take breaks in the afternoon to avoid the hottest part of the day.  But often, I found, we 
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needed that extra time. By the second shoot, I was adamant about avoiding the midday 

heat.   

My DP, Mike Simpson, materialized on day two.  He had decided not to do his 

other commercial shoot, and wanted to help out.  I said, “Great!”  I couldn’t believe it but 

I agreed.  I needed help, even if it was from someone who had already eroded my trust.  I 

believed that once you commit to someone on your project, stick with them unless they 

mean you harm and I believed, deep down, he didn’t.  Stick with people. It’s a principle I 

try to keep. 

One day we drove in a caravan of eight vehicles to a location where a hill 

overlooked red sorghum fields where we would play the scene with Luz and the Coach.  I 

was looking out the window for the spot where we were to shoot and I got mired in some 

clay-like mud, the worst kind.  Not the most heroic way to start the day. We played the 

scene in the unrelenting heat and my DP asked me why I didn’t tell him it was going to 

be hot. The sun was blinding.  As we drove away from that location, I got caught in 

another mud hole. The crew laughed and groaned.  I declared that in the future, the 

director would not drive.  I had too much on my mind.   

After a long day of shooting, we would return to the house that I was using to 

house my crew. It was a large farmhouse that had been restored and was used for after 

school programming for kids.  It belonged to the non-profit I used to work for. There was 

a relationship of trust at work here that I had established years before. This film was a 

result. The house felt like a connection between my previous work and the current 

project. The crew enjoyed the house. When I left at the end of the night, they had their 
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run of the place, and partied into the night.   I never complained when they couldn’t get 

up at seven in the morning like I wanted.  They were having fun playing music and ping-

pong into the early morning, and just unburdening themselves from those hot, brutal days 

of filming. 

Before I went to sleep at the end of the day, I would meet with Chris, Ruby, and 

Jaqueline, my producers, who looked at me with weary eyes. At those moments, I felt 

most like a director and the responsibility that comes with it. I made sure to compliment 

them on all their hard work and let them know that I was pleased with the day.  I’d point 

out what they did well so they knew I was paying attention to their efforts.  Pats on the 

back are easy to give out when you know these relative strangers are working so hard to 

help you fulfill your dreams. I gave them out readily.  

Day three was the scene at Dulce's house and I was excited to meet the day’s 

challenge. We had a lot to do. Waking my crew was like waking the dead but eventually I 

got them up out of bed, fed them pancakes and eggs, got them out the door, in a caravan 

driving to the house, all by 9:30 am.  

We had to shoot everything in Dulce's house in that one day.  Plus my actors had 

places to be.  My father actor had to be at his granddaughter’s baptism at 1 pm. My lead 

actor had to be at his graduation ceremony by 6pm.  The pressure was on.  I prepared 

beforehand by shooting a test rehearsal in the location the previous weekend. I needed to 

know exactly what coverage to get or I would fail. I showed the crew a cut of the test and 

they had a clear idea what I wanted. We made some beautiful images that day regardless 

of the tight time frames.    
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Working with the actors was never challenging on this film.  I made the decision 

to lean heavily on the story, betting that the strong and structured nature of the story, the 

compelling cause and effect, would carry people’s attention.  I knew I’d be working with 

non-actors so I made the boy’s role intentionally laconic.   The older brother Joaquin does 

all the heavy lifting in the film, he was the only strong actor I needed.  But my non-actors 

came through strong.  Directing them was a matter of letting them be themselves and 

giving them words that would feed their imagination for the emotion of the scene.  Edgar, 

I thought at the time, was too understated. He resisted acting any bigger or more 

exaggerated than he was in real life. Later, when I saw his work on screen, he really was 

giving me something when I thought he wasn’t.  Most people who view the film think he 

did remarkably well, and that’s saying something for a boy who almost doesn’t talk for 

most of the film.  

On day three, I got a call from Jimmy Gonzales, the older brother, telling me that 

he had booked a national commercial and couldn’t make the shoot. Sound familiar?  He 

was supposed to arrive the next morning.  That would just about kill the rest of my shoot. 

Was I upset that he bailed on me? No.  It meant I'd have to shoot the film over two 

shoots, which is what I wanted anyway.  I was already exhausted from three days of 

production. Surprisingly, his news didn’t faze me. You develop this suit of armor on a 

shoot because you become determined to finish by any means necessary.   

I told my Mike Simpson the news.  All I needed was a few hours to think and plan 

how to recover the shoot but we still had to wrap for the day.  He shooed me away and 

sent me home while he and my exhausted crew cleaned up the equipment.  I lay in bed 
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that night like an aged hound dog with energy only to move my eyes and worked out a 

strategy for the next day. I turned out the light and slept with the angels.  

For the next few days, I attempted to shoot everything I could that didn't include 

the older brother. I shot the funeral scene as planned without him, intending to shoot 

Jimmy on a green screen and composite him in later.   

I shot the boy’s return to his house for the end of the movie as he creeps through 

the house.  My crew worked strong through these setups because these shots are all about 

them and highlighting their skills: setting up track and lights, with no lines to record or 

actor’s rehearsals.   We used every light in the truck for the tracking shot, and needed no 

others, which was a testament to my ability to know what I needed to bring.  

During the course of that first shoot, I had grown in respect for my DP.  He was 

better than I had ever suspected.  He had asked me a year ago if he could shoot my film.  

In that year, he had blossomed. I guess I had an instinct about him that was beyond even 

my own conscious understanding.  I asked myself, even when he was making life 

difficult with his lack of commitment, “Why should I stick with this guy?”  But I did and 

my film looks better than I would have imagined.  Holding to my guns, not abandoning 

my commitments to people, hunting down a good camera, all things I very nearly didn’t 

do, paid off. The film looks stunning. 

He had grown so much in my esteem that when it came to shooting the scene 

between the mother and Luz, I let him light that room for two and half hours. In the 

packed shooting schedule of a short film, every hour is a precious commodity.  He must 

have tried three different configurations.  We even shot some of one configuration and 
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stopped to readjust the lights, then shoot again. The difference was subtle but remarkable 

between those two setups. He hit it just right and it looks like imagery from The 

Godfather.  

I shot the funeral with the help of the Zavala Funeral Home.  Mr. Zavala was such 

a nice fellow, and so accommodating, that he brought his own extras for the scene. He 

brought a large tent to keep people out of the sun and donated the casket.  On our first 

take of that scene one of his extras fainted from the heat.  I was expecting more of that on 

this shoot. She was the only one. Despite this incident, the funeral scene was quite 

successful. It was the efforts from people in unexpected quarters, such as that of Mr. 

Zavala that really brought this film together and gave it a fuller and richer quality than 

my very thin budget would indicate.  

In preparation for the scene, I noticed the gravediggers dug the hole in a direction 

different from the other graves. I have no idea why; it made no sense to me.  But it ended 

up being serendipitous. It reoriented the scene in a direction so that these lovely sorghum 

fields were visible behind the mourners. The sorghum in the fields bent gently in the 

wind and give such character to the scene, again reinforcing the rural quality of the film.  

The final day, we shot runners on the canal.  At the end of an exhausting first 

shoot, I stopped any advanced planning, and made most of my artistic decisions on the 

spot. I had some storyboards but I was trying to get whatever looked good.  That became 

the first half of the canal attack scene and I think it cuts together well.  I got the second 

half of the scene on the second shoot.  
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THE SECOND SHOOT 

 
The second shoot happened one month later, beginning July 4th.  We were much 

more organized.  I had edited the first shoot and knew what I needed.  This shoot would 

be dedicated to Jimmy Gonzales's section to be shot over two days. I scheduled such a 

short amount of time because I knew the film was already getting long and figured the 

more time I gave myself, the more I would shoot and the more expensive it would get. I 

placed those restrictions on myself for better or worse.  

I met with Edgar and warned him about Jimmy’s intensity. I felt it was my 

responsibility to shield Edgar, a non-actor and a teenager, as much as possible. I told him 

that I didn't know Jimmy well, except by reputation, and that he might try and work with 

Edgar and steer his performance. I was trying to make sure that Edgar, a young and 

inexperienced actor, could stay within himself, and not get thrown off by conflicting 

direction. Jimmy had indicated to me, when he watched cuts of the first shoot that he 

wanted to make performance suggestions to Edgar. I also knew, based on his previous 

experience with our bedroom window, that Jimmy could get physical on the set and 

wanted to make sure Edgar knew that was coming.   

Upon arriving for the second shoot, Jimmy met with Edgar first thing and they 

went in a room and closed the door to rehearse.  I checked on them and found them 

talking, getting to know each other. As the shoot progressed, Jimmy did get physical but 

Edgar didn't seem to mind. In retrospect, I had been much too alarmist about Jimmy.  He 

was a professional and saw himself as such. But it was better to be prepared mentally for 
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the worst and be on guard than think it was all going to go well.  The worst-case scenario 

for me would be for Edgar to get hurt in a tussle.  

Going into the second shoot, I was a bit apprehensive about working with Jimmy 

for other reasons as well. On the first day on the set I asked Jimmy to sit on the couch for 

the beginning of the scene.  He disagreed with me. He thought he should be standing, 

doing something active.  He looked around the room and spotted a wooden carving of 

The Last Supper sitting in the corner. We had taken it off the wall, because I didn't want 

religious symbols in that part of the film and thought it too heavy-handed. He went and 

grabbed it and said he wanted to hang it.  I acquiesced and put it up on the wall in order 

to avoid further confrontation, but I reframed the camera so you couldn't see the picture 

so well.  We proceeded with the scene.  

I knew right then that working with Jimmy wasn’t going to be easy.  He took the 

simplest of directions and turned it into a contest.  Looking back, I believe it was good 

that he was interjecting his preferences.  At least ideas are being presented and discussed 

from a variety of perspectives, even if they are wrong for the scene.  Finding the wrong 

ideas points you more quickly to the right ones.  You hope the idea that wins the day 

pleases both the actor and director, but in the end, the director will have the final say on 

what stays in the movie. I'm willing to compromise though, as I did in this case. I let him 

do the scene standing and, he eventually did the scene from a sitting position, as well, and 

I ended up using a little of both in the final cut. It helps the actor, and the overall 

atmosphere of the film set, if there is a sense that the director is open to a little give and 

take.  
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To Jimmy’s credit, he gave his all in his performance, which I appreciated. He’s a 

bold individual and a hard worker, and in the end he delivered as I thought he would.  He 

was in tune with what he thought his character would do at different moments in the film.  

I trusted him more than myself in that regard. His instinct is raw and if he believes it, I’d 

rather have him act upon something he believes than something he doesn’t believe in.  I 

think he was right most of the time. I was trying to get him to play the character a little 

cooler so it wasn’t so over the top.  But we have so little time to set up his character that 

his bursts of violence reinforce the fact that he’s capable of murder.  

The most difficult of all the scenes to figure out was the ending. I had written a 

scene that Jimmy didn’t agree with at all.  We were both confounded and exhausted from 

the shooting.  We tried to talk it out.  Jimmy was always in favor of his character beating 

the hell out of the kid, barely able to contain the rage he was building up within him as an 

actor.  I was hoping for something a little more unexpected.  That Joaquin might let the 

kid go and then turn on him at the last minute. I wanted them to say something to each 

other. But what?  Most lines we thought up just seemed ridiculous.  What do you say to a 

kid whose head you want to rip off?  

I kept considering the final words, hoping I could find something that seemed 

realistic and maybe informed about their conflict and its cause. In my conversations with 

Jimmy, he made the claim that it was the mother’s fault that they were in this situation.  I 

agreed but not completely.  His character, Joaquin, was also the problem.  I went to Edgar 

and asked him in private who he thought was at fault for their situation. He said it was 

Joaquin.  Neither Edgar nor Jimmy wanted to see that their characters were complicit in 
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creating the situation.   And from that tension came the lines, “Whose fault is it?,”  that 

the brothers volley at each other as they wrestle to the ground. Even to their last breath, 

they engage in a blame game.  

After the scene where Joaquin strangles Luz, I lost all energy. I lay on the grass 

and slept for nearly ten minutes. Why was I so exhausted?  I suppose this shoot was more 

emotionally exhausting, even though it was shorter. I hadn’t anticipated that drain on my 

mind and body.  

It was finally done. The crew disbanded, people got back to their lives and I was 

there cleaning up the happy mess we had made. I packed up and ambled back to Austin 

with a truck full of equipment. 

 

POST-PRODUCTION 

 
I edited a cut quickly and liked it quite a bit.  I was trying to make it dreamy and 

ghostly, to hint at a darker world beneath this natural setting. The film came out better 

than I thought in some ways, and not so in others.  My cut was twenty-two minutes, 

which seemed long to me.  Having not had as much experience cutting narrative films, I 

had a cut that didn’t change much from the first rough that I had.   

It wasn’t until Soham Mehta, my classmate, came on board that the film started 

moving towards a final cut. He has a good sense for editing scenes for their most potent 

dramatic content. He had also helped in the rewriting of the script, at the beginning of the 

process, and knew the story well.  Line by line, he reconstituted the scenes and made 
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them better. We did this from a distance, since I was in Austin and he was now living in 

New York.  We would email project files to each other, review our cuts and discuss them 

over the phone. Over the course of three weeks we had a final cut.  

One discovery he made was that if Joaquin was never at the funeral, it made him 

more menacing. Rather, he’s out there, somewhere, waiting to pounce. The fact that 

Jimmy didn’t make it to the shoot that day actually worked out in my favor. I took out the 

green screen overlay of him and kept him out of the scene. 

The cuts in the film are often to influence our perception of this world and give it 

a quality of brutal uncompromising reality.  There is little finesse in this land, where life 

doles out few measures of compassion.  Life rises up and smacks people down in this 

film, and the cuts are abrupt to keep the story from having clear cause and effect, to 

indicate that life is mysterious and doesn't always have a clear motive.    The cut from the 

brother's threat to Luz and the funeral is the harshest.  From darkness to the light of day, 

the film shifts, shocking the audience.  Smooth transition from one life instance to 

another doesn't happen.  Life comes at you and you have to deal with it.  

The boy is in a restless state and jump cuts indicate his life isn't in harmony at the 

opening when he's running with the cross-country team.  Hard cuts during the brother's 

attack give a sharp impression of their characters as fierce and dangerous.   And the film 

uses dissolves in Dulce's section of the film to soften the feel of her home, and indicate 

that Luz is also softening inside. With his mother dead, something is loosening inside 

him.  He is no longer burdened with the idea that he must stay close to her, and the world 

is now full of possibility.  The ending of the film returns to brutal sharp cutting style that 
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gives an edge to his existence again, the return of harsh reality, danger, and uncertainty. 

The cutting plays a key role in adding inflection to the films emotion and to the quality of 

the borderlands as uncompromising and repressive. 

The post-production on this film was not extensive.  I wanted the sound design to 

be simple and natural, like a Terrence Malik film. It was a matter of finding the right 

ambiences to keep nature present and make the story come alive. The dialogue was 

recorded well and minimal cleanup was required.  A significant amount of foley sound 

was needed to fill in the footsteps of runners and clothing movement but that was done in 

one session with a foley artist I hired.   

Color-correction was minimal as well. I liked the look of the film as it came out 

of the camera. Mike had added filters to give the film a warmer look and the camera had 

sufficient contrast.  

I had some compositing done, placing Jimmy within the funeral scene. But those 

shots were not used.  There was a shot of the car coming over the hill that had my Best 

Boy, Jason Harter, driving the car, instead of the absent Jimmy Gonzales. Travis Benn, a 

compositor, darkened the windows and composited in a figure to make it look like two 

people were in the car.  

 
CONCLUDING THOUGHTS 

 
I thought every process of making the film, from writing the script, to planning 

the shoot was quite taxing as it was happening. I remember telling my wife that I would 
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never have to make another film after I finished this one, a common utterance to be sure. 

I realized, however, that shooting requires an absolutely new level of intensity and that I 

better get used to it or find something else to do.  

A difficulty comes with a lack of commitment to the endeavor and accepting the 

good with the bad of that decision. Once you are committed, you just keep chipping away 

at it till it’s done. It took time, patience, and perseverance to pull all the details together 

and hold out for quality, selecting the right actors, locations, gathering ingredients, but in 

the end, the product is extremely gratifying, enough to keep people coming back for 

more.    

I often made it more difficult for myself by imposing impossible deadlines and 

then gritting my teeth when I missed them.   If I had allowed it to move at a natural pace I 

may have had an easier time.  But I was determined to get it done within a certain time 

frame a forced it across the finish line.   

I most proud of having shown people this world of the borderlands, one that I find 

has its own texture and richness that may be difficult to perceive from the outside. It is a 

place I know and appreciate and I hope to have demonstrated the ability to render it true 

to its spirit. Through stories one can learn to see more clearly.  This place is America, I 

remind myself, and most people don’t realize this region even exists. There is power in 

seeing these characters up on the screen, feeding people’s imaginations, and redefining 

their scope of reality.  I would like to see more. 

I tried to pay attention to laying out a certain geography.  The fact that Dulce 

announces that she is going up North at the beginning of the film and Luz intends to go 
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South indicates where they are, on the border. It's also hints at movement, instability, 

migration, all strong influences on what makes the border.  This freedom is in 

counterpoint to the structure that is placed on Luz's life by his family.  As a story device, 

balancing these counterpoints, movement versus being trapped, gives space to the film.  It 

is about freedom and lack of freedom, movement and lack of movement.  Luz running 

along the canals with his team shows his ability to move freely in this environment.  But 

his movement is curbed by his brothers, and by the presence of the border, which makes 

him contemplate his own decision to make a move South.  His freedom is limited by 

borders political and familial.  I took out several lines from the final cut that further 

defines this theme. I may introduce them again, now seeing that this lack of freedom is a 

strong element in the film.  

The film has a quiet tone to it, which is a quality of the area. Being rural, quiet is 

common in the small town where I made the film.   I am also quiet by nature and the film 

is a reflection of my personality.  I find the quiet in the film has suspense to it.  It isn't a 

friendly silence but one fraught with tension.  When Luz hides in the sugar cane, the 

leaves of sugar cane jostling around him, it is a peaceful silence that makes the danger 

more present.   The disquieting feeling that no one is around, that 'no one can hear you 

scream', is one that I get in South Texas a lot.  When I wander down there, scouting a 

location for instance, I wonder if anyone would find me if something happened to me.   

It's a feeling I get often and I tried to create it in the film, using the rural quiet to motivate 

fear.  This is highlighted, particularly at the end when Luz returns to the house.  I put in 

an ambience in the house that is reminiscent of my grandmothers, but instead of 
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comforting, it’s fear-inducing.  My grandmother's house used to creep me out because it 

feels like the rest of the world doesn't exist when you are in a rural area, that you are cut 

off.  For a city dweller like myself that is disconcerting. 

The lighting was idealized in Dulce's house because I wanted it to seem like 

heaven. I also planned on making the audio more ethereal and wanted the images to 

match.  Stunning beauty is what I was after, so that the world didn't feel so harsh after all.  

The rest of the film is a bit relentless in that regard.  A moment of reprieve would bring 

balance to the film and keep the audience hooked in what seemed like a story tangent 

where I was afraid I might lose people.  Making it look beautiful keeps the audience 

watching. 

The canal attack is shot with the intention of being edited quickly. Locking down 

the camera, instead of using handheld allowed me to control composition to make sure 

images read clearly and didn't get sloppy in the editing. When Joaquin is at the sugar 

cane, I changed that shot on the day. It was so hot I preferred to shoot under the shade of 

the sugar cane so I changed the blocking. It was fortunate that the shadows added such 

mood to the scene.  He's like a jungle cat, pursuing his prey in this scene and the light and 

shadow works for strong story telling. 

The mother’s room is lit like a tomb.  It is already foreshadowing her death and 

her dark mood.   The wood behind her is like a headstone. Her lack of movement is as if 

she's a ghost speaking.  At first I thought the look would be warm, another moment of 

tenderness in this already bleak story, but it was right to light it in keeping with that 

section of the film, dark and foreboding.  
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The end of the film, in the house was straight up horror movie techniques.  I didn't 

want the audience to know what was coming next and the longer he stayed in the house 

the more tension would build.   The lighting in the mother’s room at the end is really dark 

in order to calm the nerves a bit and make it feel like he's slipped into a quiet corner of 

safety for a bit to have a private moment with his mother. This works to diffuse the 

tension and make you forget the threat.  Then, he enters the next, half lit room and packs 

his clothes and slowly reality creeps in again.  He looks at himself in the mirror, a shot I 

had tried out in a scene exercise once, I decided on the day to include it.  The shot has his 

eyes fixate on himself, contemplating who is now that he has no family and is heading 

towards an uncertain future. His face is lit on one side, split down the middle, to highlight 

his dark mood and uncertainty.  It is an Alice in Wonderland moment, as in his larger 

story, he's about to cross through the looking glass.  

The characters in the film are representative of certain desires in a young person's 

life.  As a teenager, one needs family and craves father and mother figures, as does Luz.  

But his real family is broken and he's found surrogates in the running team, and in his 

girlfriend Dulce.  His own family represent a family that doesn't function while Dulce's 

family represents a healthy family, with love, sharing and plenty.  I was wary of making 

his home, the home run by a single Mom, stand in as the dysfunctional home.  But I tried 

to make it clear that it was unhealthy because the brothers were reckless, dangerous pair.  

It was unhealthy also because the mother shows affection for her son whom she feels 

guilty for leaving behind in Mexico.  It wasn't the lack of father that disrupts the home, 

although that may add to the instability.  However, Luz finds a father later, which seems 
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to be point to the lack of father as a undercurrent of the family dysfunction. I didn't point 

to that cause directly and is not my intention but I can see someone making that 

argument. 

Dulce's family has a mother and a father, and are depicted in a traditional family 

structure, with the father at the head of the table sharing food with his young daughters 

while the mother cooks at the stove.  I noticed this configuration on the day of shooting 

and wondered if I wanted to make such an image, in particular, having the mother at the 

stove while everyone else sits.   And went ahead with it because I was recreating what I 

had seen in South Texas in many instances, and in particular one family I had in mind 

from my documentary.  South Texas is still socially conservative and traditional where 

the woman takes care of the house and the man provides.  This isn't universal but it is 

common.  This family structure is presented as an ultimate good but the scene is 

ultimately about him finding stability and selling the idea to the audience that he's found 

a nurturing environment.  The father is someone who will provide for him, and I wanted 

to show there was plenty of food and caring to go around. That's what's important for the 

story.  I do wish I had figured out how to represent the mother in a less traditional role.  I 

had her repairing cabinets in one draft .  I wasn't able to pull it off and I fell back on this 

easier image.  In short, my representation of idealized family structure troubles me.  But 

movies have a tendency to force images that communicate quickly and without much 

complication in order to stay on target with your story.  I will surely ask for feedback on 

these images and whether or not I should do better at rendering more complicated gender 

roles. 
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The conflict between the brothers is a based on their particular family history, of 

being a family separated by the transition from one country to the other.  It is also 

symbolic of the conflict between American raised people of Mexican heritage, and their 

more recent arrivals.  Whether it be Mexican-American versus Mexican national, or 

American-raised Mexican versus Mexican immigrant, clannish behavior on the border is 

common and causes a kind of social segregation.   These brothers are also separated by 

culture. This is why I had the brothers speak in English. Realistically, they would be 

speaking Spanish, but I wanted to highlight the difference in their raising.  It speaks truth 

to what I've witnessed on the border, where natives call Mexican immigrants pejoratives 

and have little respect for them.  They can't see beyond their own limited view of the 

world the provincialism that the rural border can foster. 

I also had them speak in English in order to play to an American audience.  It's 

not really realistic but it does the job I think of broadening my audience and doing it in an 

unobtrusive way.  I remember sitting in church at the San Juan Basilica listening to the 

priest switch from Spanish to English in the same mass.   He would dole out the English 

just when the mass was about to get boring for the English speakers, enough to keep them 

hooked.  I thought that a sly approach and realized that the switching didn't have to be 

realistic, it had to be strategic, keeping the attention of both audiences. 

Much of the construction is deliberate, and a good share of it is instinct, to be 

made sense of later in the editing room as I discover reasons I did one thing and not 

another. It's a mystery to me at times.  I think in images and let them speak to me. I try 

and evaluate them as best I can while I'm making them, using critical tools to read the 
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images, but on set I allow myself to groove and think up details that feel right for the 

story. Perhaps some day the process will be more controlled but I doubt it will ever be a 

science where I mix one chemical with another for a measurable effect.   I'm getting 

better, and more deliberate in my creative choices and I feel l know what I'm trying to say 

in my story.  I think the cohesion within the film, with visuals, sound, and design, bear 

this out. 

I hope I can tell more stories from this area, although at this time, knowing how 

daunting a task it was, I’m not too enthused to get back to production.  I prefer to write 

for a while and see how far the rabbit hole goes.  If given the opportunity, I would gladly 

share the adventures of Luz’s and his compañeros through another film.  I know how I 

would do it and I think it would be a great story to tell.    

Thanks to those that have encouraged me through their enthusiasm for the project 

and their contributions.   We all live in the in-between from time to time, as I did before 

moving forward with this endeavor, and with the help of others we emerge newer and 

better selves.  

 Let’s hope that holds for Luz as well who is not dead, but very much alive, and 

after years of much labor on my part, has now crossed over and become The 

Borderlanders.   
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APPENDIX A: Script 
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